1. Introduction. In this paper we describe all groups that have only finitely many non-normal subgroups. Examples of such groups are, of course, groups that do not have any non-normal subgroups at all. It is well-known that the latter groups can be completely described, as follows.
Theorem 1. Let G be a group. Then all subgroups of G are normal if and only if G satisfies one of the following two conditions: (i) G is abelian; (ii) there exist groups A, B such that (a) G ~-A x Q x B, where Q denotes the quaternion group of order 8; (b) A is an abelian group with the property that every x ~ A has finite odd order; (c) B is an abelian group with x 2 = 1 for all x ~ B.
For the proof, see [1, Theorem 12.5.4] . A group G is called hamiltonian if it satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 1.
For a prime number p, denote by Cp~ a multiplicatively written group that is isomorphic to the group of complex roots of unity of p-power order. Our main result is as follows.
Theorem 2. Let G be a group. Then the number of non-normal subgroups of G is finite if and only if G satisfies one of the following three conditions: (i) G is abelian or hamiltonian; (ii) G is finite; (iii) there exist a prime number p and groups A, B such that (a) G ~-A x B; (b) A is a finite group of order not divisible by p, and it is abelian or hamiltonian; (c) B has a normal subgroup C, contained in the centre of B, for which B/C is a finite abelian p-group and C ~-Cp~.
For the proof we refer to Section 4.
The proof is given in Section 2.
It is easy to see from Proposition 3 that a group G as in Theorem 2 (iii) does not have non-normal subgroups at all if and only ifB is abelian; this also follows from Theorem 1.
The sum appearing in Proposition 3 is clearly divisible by p. Assuming that B is not abelian one can, more precisely, show the following. If C equals the centre of B, then the sum is congruent to p rood pZ, and at least p(p + 1); and if C is properly contained in the centre of B, then the sum is congruent to 0 rood p2, and at least p2 (p _}_ 2). In particular, any infinite group that has non-normal subgroups at all has at least 6 of them; equality occurs only for the unique non-abelian group containing C2~ as a central subgroup of index 4.
Another consequence is the following. If the number of non-normal subgroups of a group is a prime number, or the square or the cube of a prime number, then the group is finite.
Let G be a group and a an automorphism of G. If H is a subgroup of G, we say that a fixes H if aH= H. The following result is needed in the proof of Theorem 2. The proof is given in Section 3.
2. Proof of Proposition 3. Let the notation be as in Proposition 3. Any subgroup of G equals a subgroup of A times a subgroup of B, so the proof of Proposition 3 immediately reduces to the case that G = B, which we now assume. We write G = G/C. 
Proof of Proposition 4. Lemma 5. Let G be an infinite group, and suppose that G is written as the union of a finite set and a finite collection of subgroups. Then the finite set can be omitted from this union.
P r o o f. This is an immediate consequence of a lemma of B. H. Neumann, which asserts the following. If a group is written as the union of finitely many cosets of subgroups, then the cosets occurring in that union belonging to subgroups of infinite index can be omitted. For a proof of this lemma, see [2, (4.4); 3, Lemma 4.17]. This proves Lemma 5.
Lemma 6. Let G be a group and a an automorphism of G that fixes almost all subgroups of G. Then a fixes every infinite subgroup of G.
P r o o f. Let H c G be an infinite subgroup. For every x ~H -GH, the subgroup (x) generated by x dearly belongs to the finite collection of subgroups C of G with a C + C. Since for every C there are only finitely many x e G with C = (x), it follows that H -o-H is finite. Lemma 5 now implies that H c~ aH= H, so H is contained in all. (This can also be seen without Lemma 5.) Likewise H is contained in a-1 H, so H = o-H, as required. This proves Lemma 6.
Lemma 7. Let G be an abelian group that has an element of infinite order, and ~ an automorphism of G that fixes almost all subgroups of G. Then a fixes all subgroups of G.
P r o o f. Let T be the subgroup of G consisting of all elements of finite order. By Lemma 6, one has ax = x +-1 for every x ~ G -T. Since G/T is not the union of two proper subgroups the sign is independent of x. But G -T generates G, so either a is the identity on G or a maps each x ~ G to x-1. This implies Lemma 7.
Lemma 8. Let G be an abelian group that contains a subgroup of the form Cp= • Cv=, where p is a prime number, Let ~ be an automorphism of G that fixes almost all subgroups of G. Then a fixes all subgroups of G.
15" P r o o f. By Lemma 6, it suffices to prove that a H = H for every finite subgroup H of G. We may clearly assume that H is cyclic. Then it is easy to see that there exist subgroups C 1 and Cz of Cv=xCp=, both isomorphic to Cv~, such that cl ~ Hn(C.=• and Cl nC2 = {1}. The infinite subgroups CIH, C2H of G are fixed by a, by Lemma 6, so the same is true for (C 1 H)c~ (C2 H) = H. This proves Lemma 8.
We now prove Proposition 4. We treat the "abelian" and the "hamiltonian" case simultaneously.
To prove that (ii) implies (i), let G = A x Cp~ x D as in Proposition 4 (ii). It is clear that G is an infinite group that is abelian or hamiltonian, as the case may be. Let q~ be any non-trivial homomorphism D --* Cv~. We prove that the automorphism a of G given by   a(a, c, d) = (a, cO(d), d ) fixes almost all but not all subgroups of G.
If d e D is such that q~ (d) + 1, then clearly the subgroup of G generated by (1, 1, d) is not fixed by a. It remains to prove that a fixes almost all subgroups of G. Let pn be the exponent of D. Since Cp~ has only finitely many elements of order at most p2,, almost any subgroup H of G has an element (a, c, d) with order (c) > p2,. Taking the p"-th power, we see that any such H also contains an element (1, c', 1) with c' r q~D. Then {1} x q~D x {1} c ( (1, c', 1) ) c H, and since a acts modulo {1} x q~D x {1} as the identity this implies that • fixes H. This proves that (ii) implies (i).
To prove that (i) implies (ii), let G be an infinite abelian or hamiltonian group, and let a be an automorphism of G that fixes almost all but not all subgroups of G.
For a prime number l, let G~ be the subset of G consisting of all elements of finite/-power order. Since G is abelian or hamiltonian, each Gz is a subgroup of G, and it is clearly fixed by a. Using Lemma 7 we see that G may be identified with the direct sum of all G~. For any set ~ of primes, let G~ be the direct sum of all G~ with I ~ ~.
Let ~ be a set of primes, and 7r' its complement, so that G = G~ x G~,. Each subgroup of G is the direct sum of a subgroup of G~ and a subgroup of G~,. It follows that at least one of G~, G~, has a subgroup that is not fixed by tr; say this is H ~ G~. Then H x G~, is not fixed by a, so Lemma 6 implies that G~, is finite. This proves that, for any set ~ of primes, one of G~, G~, has a subgroup not fixed by ~r and the other one is finite.
If Gz is non-trivial for infinitely many l, then we can choose ~ such that both lr and n' contain infinitely many such l, contradicting what we just proved. It follows that almost all G~ are trivial. Likewise we obtain a contradiction if Gz is infinite for two distinct primes l. Hence there exists a unique prime p such that @ is infinite, and this Gp has a subgroup not fixed by m For this prime the group A = G~p~, is finite, it is either abelian or hamiltonian, and we have G = A x G v.
We now first prove that @ is abelian. If this is not the case, then we have p = 2 and G v ~ Q x B, where B is an abelian group of exponent 2. In this group, two elements generate the same subgroup if and only if they are conjugate. Hence the hypothesis that a fixes almost all subgroups implies that G v is the union of a finite set F and ~ {x e @: ax = ~b x}, with q~ ranging over the inner automorphisms of G v. Since there are only finitely many q~'s, Lemma 5 implies that the finite set F can be omitted from the union. Hence a <x) = (x) for every x e Gv, so tr H = H for every subgroup H of Gp, which is a contradiction. This proves that Gp is abelian. In particular, A is abelian if and only if G is abelian, and A is hamiltonian if and only if G is hamiltonian. Let H 1 be any non-normal subgroup of G, and F1 its normalizer in G. All conjugates of H~ are non-normal in G, so they are finite in number. Hence F1 is of finite index in G, and by Lemma 9 it is normal.
Suppose, inductively, that Hi, Fi have been constructed. If Fi is abelian or hamiltonian, then the construction stops, and F = F i, H = H i satisfy the conclusion of the lemma. If Fi is not abelian or hamiltonian, we let Hi + ~ be any non-normal subgroup of F~, and Fi + its normalizer in Fi. Then F,+ ~ is normal of finite index in G.
To prove that the process stops, it suffices to show that H i + Hj for j > i. But H, is normal in F i, whereas Hj is not even normal in the subgroup Fj_ 1 of F i. This proves Lemma 13.
We now prove the only/f-part of Theorem 2.
Let G be a group that has only finitely many non-normal subgroups, and that is not as in (i) or (ii) of Theorem 2; i.e., G is infinite, and neither abelian nor hamiltonian. Let F, H be chosen as in Lemma 13, and let q5 be an inner automorphism of G with q5 H :t= H. Then F is an infinite group that is abelian or hamiltonian, and the restriction of q~ to F is an automorphism of F that fixes almost all but not all subgroups of F. Applying Proposition 4 to F we see that F has a subgroup C of finite index that is isomorphic to Cp=. Then C is of finite index in G, so by Lemma 9 each subgroup of G containing C is normal. Therefore G/C is abelian or hamiltonian, and we can write G/C = A x D, where D is a finite p-group and A is a finite group of order not divisible by p that is abelian or hamiltonian. Also, C is contained in the centre of G, by Lemma 11.
Let E be the unique subgroup of G for which A = E/C, and let a be the order of A. Since C is uniquely divisible by a, the cohomology group Ha(A, C) vanishes, so E can be identified with A x C. From A = {x ~ E: xa= 1} we see that A is characteristic in E,
